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The famous theorem of Schnirelmann smtes that a constant c exists such t’hat 
every integer greater than one ma.y be expressed a,s the sum of at’ most c primes. 
Recently, Heilbronn, Landau and Scherk proved that this holds with c = 71. 
Probably the true value of c is 3. Another well-known theorem (Hilbert’s solution 
of Waring’s problem) is tha’t every integer is the sum of a bounded number of 
positive kth powers. If we omit the restriction that all t’he Lt’h powers are positive, 
the problem is referred to as the easier Waring problem a,nd the proof of the result 
is then much simpler. 

It is an interesting but very difficult question, which I cannot answer, whether 
every integer is the sum of a bounded number of kth powers of primes. It would 
suffice to prove that for some fixed 1 the integers of t,he form p! +p,2” + . . . +pf 
(where the p’s and the (I’S throughout this paper denote primes), have a positive 
density. I can, however, prove 

THEORERT I. The positive integers of the form pt-tpi -a:--qi have positive 
density. 

I then deduce 

THEOREM II. A con.stant c exists such. that every integer is the sum of at most c 
positive and negative squares of primes. 

This follows from Theorem I by Schnirelmann’s well-known 

LEMMA. IjC?Zl= 1,n2,n3,... is a sequence of positive integers such that, for every 
n > 1, there are at least an of th.em not exceeding ,n, where CI is positive and independent 
of n, then every positive integer can be expressed CGS th.e sum qf CG bounded number of 
the n,, n2, . . . . 

I shall prove by more complicated arguments in another paper that the 
density of each of the sets of integers 

P:+pl--Pi> ilp:-~&?% 2 ErpF, (e,= 4 11, 
r=1 

is positive. I conjecture that, the density of integers of t’he form p! +pi+pg is 
also positive, but this seems to be very deep, 
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Throughout this paper n denotes a sufficiently large positive integer, the c’s 
and y’s are positive numbers independent of n, not necessarily the same at each 
time of occurrence. Also 0 < y < 1, and y will be used only as an exponent of n in 
applications of Lemma 2. 

1mm1~ 1. Let k > 0, 2, x1, x2, . . . , xr be T + 2 integers. Write 

(1) 

Th.en if max 1 x, 1 <n, and E is any positive number, there exists g= g (r, k, c) 
such that, for ?h > n (E), 

5 g(x)<a (2) 
x=1 

Q(X)>8 
It suffices to prove t,hat 

E= 5 g(x)2<c(k,r)n, (3) 
2=1 

for then we can take g = C/E, and 

by (3). 

Now 

n 1 n 
z: g(x)<- c g(X)2&n 

x=1 Y.x=l c 
f7(S)>f/ 

E= j, .g.) (1+:)2* 
fke=O 

For the primes p > i& we note that 

Hence 

<c(k) li C 
/~-i? (cl) (3k)x(d) 
~~ > 

z=ldIf(r) d 
f(x)+0 

where h (d) denotes the number of different prime factors of d. We invert the order 
of summation. The number of solutions of f(x) = 0 (mod d), 16 x < n, does not 

exceed rA@) ([I 1 $ + 1 , and 1 f(n) I< (2nY. 
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Hence 

since 

<c(Jkr)n, 

g$N;=o (logiv). 

LEMMA 2 @run*). Let there be given an urithmetical progression 

x=A(modD), O<A<D, 

and r consecutive primes pl < p, , . . c p,, non.e of which divides D. With each prime 
p, let there be associated k residues I?,, 1 (s = 1,2, . . ., k), where k is an assigned integer 
less than each of the p’s. If v (x, n) is the number of the x <n such that 

~+&,(mody,), (s=1,2 ,..,, k, t=l,2 ,..., r) 

then v(x,n)zslJ 1-h , 
P ( 1 P 

provided that all the p’s do not exceed ny where y is a certain positive numerical 
constant less than 1. 

This is proved by Brun for E = 1, 2 and the proof is the same for general k. 
It is also clear on examining Brun’s proof that the result st,ill holds? when D 
depends upon n if D < n’, where E is sufficiently small. 

L~~nra 3 (Schnirelmannt). If u is a. positive i,ntege,*, th.e number of solutions 
of the equation 

PI -Pz =u, . . 
zn prtmes p2 <pl 6 n, , is less than 

LEMMA 4. With suitable c, there exist two positive integers u, b with highest common 
factor (a, b) such that 

(1) (a, b) cc, 

clognzu<b< lOlog%, 

* “ Le crible d’Eratost,h&e et le th&or&ne de Goldbach”, Videnskapsselskap&s Skpijter, 
I, Mat. ;?;aturv. Klasse 1920, No. 3, Kristiania,. 

t Lot. cit. p. 22, eqn. (20). 
$ “uber additive Eigenschaften von Zahlen” , Math.. Anden, 107 (1933), 649-690, 

p. 670. Lemma 3 can be deduced from Lemma 2. 
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(2) each of the equations 

131-P2=% 41-q2=b 

has more than cn/(log n)3 solutions in primes p, q satisfying 

9 

n n 
p1<6010gn.’ q1’6010gn’ 

Let Y (x) be the number of solutions of 

P3 -174=x 

with p3 < n/60 log n. 

We first find a lower bound for 
10 1ogn 

v= z1 v(x)* 

Split the interval (0, n/6Ologn) into 1 f [n/600 (log n)2] subintervals each of 
length 1Ologn except the first, which may be ignored, and containing uI, v2, . . . 
primes respectively. Then evidently on taking any two primes in each subinterval, 
we have 2v>v~+u;+...-vY1-v~- ..** 

Now 
n n 

30 (log n)2 
>u,+v,+...> 

120 (log n)2’ 

since the number of primes not exceeding N lies between N/s log N and $N/log N. 
Further, if the sum of the V'S is given, the sum of their squares will be a minimum 
when all the v’s are equal. Hence, by taking 

in xv:, we obtain 
vi = 120 (log n)2 n /[600(~gn)2]>5 

2v>25[600(~gn)2]-30(l~gn)2>120(~gn)2-25’ 

whence 

Now an upper bound for v (x) is given by Lemma 3 as 

(4) 

Consider first the values of x for which P = n 
Pl3: 

> c. Then from Lemma 1 

on takingr=l, k= 1, x1=0, g=c, we have 

Hence, from (4), 

Iz 
En log n 

2<1010gn v(x1<c~<482(~gn)2m 
P>C 

c v (5) > 
n 

r<101ogn 482 (log n)2’ 
P<C 

(6) 
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Hence, noting from (5) that, for these x, Y (x) < cn/(logn)3, there must clearly 
be at least clog n terms in the sum in (6) for which 

Hence there must be clog n integers x satisfying these conditions and also the 
further condit,ion clogn<x< 10logn. 

Hence among these integers there ezrist two, say a and b, such that 

clogn<a, b< 10logn 

and a-b<c, whence (a, 6) = (a, a-b) < c. 

THEOREM T. The integers of the form pf +pi - q! - q: have a positive density. 

Let a, b be the int’egers of Lemma 4. Consider the t,wo sets ofintegers defined by 

p:-p:> qf-qk 

where the p’s and p’s are given by 

pl-p2=a, ql-q2=b, ply ql-+O~og~. (7) 

Then py-p$=a(2p2$a)<$n+a2, 

and similarly qt-qz= b(2q,+b)<+z-t-b2; 

Since there are at least cn/(log n.)” values of p2 and also of q2, there are at least 
cn2/(logn)6 even integers m, not necessarily all different, given by 

m = 2ap, + 2bq,. (8) 

Let or (‘171) denote the number of times m occurs. Clearly ?n < $ < n, and so 

i v1 (m) > cn2/(log n)“. (9) 
T?t=I 

We estimate v1 (m) by Brun’s method. If p2 <my there is at most one value 
of q2 for each p,, and similarly if q2 < my. These p, and q2 give a contribution 

of at most 2rnr to I+. Suppose then that p2>my, q2>mY. Let p be an 
arbitrary prime not exceeding my with p f 2ab. Then 

p2+o, -n, 2 2a, ~+$c&-$ 

by (7) and (8). These four residues are all different if we assume p f M, where 

44 =,m (m + 2a2) (m + 2b2) (m + 2a2 + 2b2). 

Denote by vp (m) the number of integers x < m/2a for which 

x*0, -a, -'?I 2a, ~~+~(modp), 
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for any of the primes p < my not dividing 2ab; and also for which 

m - 2ax G 0 (mod 26), 

so that x may be one of [a, b] different residues (modb). Hence, by Lemma 2, 

vz(m)<gb[a,b] J,J 
p<mv 

On using the inequality 
pfBl7b1M 

l<(l+;)(l-;)> p=-20, 

for the primes p > 20 dividing 2abM, we have 

since 

from (1) of Lemma 4. 
Now apply Lemma 1 with 

k=5, r=4, x1=o, x2= -2~2, x2= -2b2, x4=-2a2-2b2. 

11 2 

Then Ix v2b) <(lo;n)6. 
m=l 

,+$b 

But v1 (m) < v2 (m) + 2mr, 

2 
and so 

2m2 
it q(m)<(l~~~)B+2~1+y~(logn)6' 

m=l 

ll(d)5e 
P 

Hence, from (9), (ll), by choice of a suitable E, 

5 Vl (m) > .&/(log n)“. 
m=l 

But for the m in (13) we have, from (lo), (ll), 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

v2 (m) < cn/(log n)6, v1 (m) < cn/(log n)6. 
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Hence in (13) at least 
2 

(locgnn)6 I (lo;)6 = cn 

of the ZQ (m) are not zero. Hence also there must be at least cn integers of the form 

2ap, + 2bqz + a2 + b2. 

These integers are obviously less than ti and are also of the form 

This proves Theorem I. 
PF-P3-Pi-Pi. 

I should like to express my deep gratitude to Mr Davenport and Prof. 
Mordell for their help with my manuscript. 


